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Details
Ballet barre with supports manufactured by Continental Sports is perfect for dance studios,
fitness suites, drama rooms and similar facilities.

The barre is manufactured from 40mm diameter beech, sanded, lacquered and mounted on
epoxy powder coated support brackets. Brackets are grey as standard but are available in our
wide range of powder coating colours as standard

Price is per linear metre including installation by our technicians.

Options include:

Single height ballet barre 
Dual height ballet barre - two runs of ballet barre set at two different heights (fixed height difference of
305mm)
Wall mounted - wall mounts are located at intervals between the mirrors. This necessitates a small gap
between each of the mirrors
Floor mounted - floor mounts are used to support the ballet barre. This enables the mirrors to be
installed with minimal gaps, resulting in a continuous image.

Fixing height:

Unless instructed otherwise, we install ballet barre in accordance with the following Royal Ballet School fixing
heights:

Single height barre: 1,003mm from finished floor level to the top of the barre
Double height barre:

1,143mm from finished floor level to the top of the upper barre
838mm from finished floor level to the top of the lower barre

An "Area Charge" applies to installation work which is based on your postcode. You can enter your postcode in
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the form to the right to determine the appropriate amount. This will be confirmed at the checkout.
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SKU Options Available Colours
01200A01AA Wall fixed N/A

01200A01AAD Wall fixed N/A
01200A02AAD Floor fixed N/A
01200A02AA Floor fixed N/A
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